Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Nowadays, the offer of mobile applications with different functionality in app stores is constantly increasing. Thus, although users spend most of their time inside the applications, they also spend a significant amount of time searching for and installing new applications. This reveals the need for effective search and recommendation systems. However, most queries in app store search engines contain just the name of the application that the user is looking for. This means that users target specific applications, either because they were suggested to them by acquaintances or they found them using other approaches, such as web search. Word of mouth has always been an important form of marketing. Thus, searching for applications suggested by acquaintances is normal. On the other hand, searching for applications on the web is somewhat of a countersense, since app stores have specialized search engines. However, those engines are typically unable to semantically interpret the queries, considering their characteristics and context. Thus, they lose to web search engines, which are able to process more complex queries by crawling large amounts of data. Overall, data is the defining factor, since queries in app store search engines are typically short and the amount of data available to search on is reduced, especially in comparison to the whole web. Thus, in order to deliver better search results, app store search engines must overcome the data problem, either by semantically interpreting the queries or by inferring additional information from the existing data to improve the match ratio between the queries and relevant applications.

Topic information has been proved important in the context of information retrieval \[[@CR23]\], including in search for applications \[[@CR14], [@CR24]\], since it enables matching when similar contexts are referred to using different words. However, while the existing approaches to topic-based retrieval are based on similarity between topic distributions, the highly distributed search approaches used in most app stores are based on keyword-matching and boosting according to popularity factors. In this paper, we explore means to include topic information in such approaches, in order to improve their ability to retrieve relevant applications for non-exact queries, without impairing their computational performance. More specifically, we start by creating topic models specialized on application descriptions. Then, we identify the most relevant and distinctive terms to represent each topic. Finally, we explore how the relevant terms for each topic covered by an application can be used to complement the information provided by the words of its description in the context of non-exact keyword-based search.

In the remainder of the paper, we start by providing an overview on related work on search for mobile applications, in Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}. Then, in Sect. [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}, we present our approach for including topic information in keyword-based search. Section [4](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"} describes our experimental setup, including the dataset, evaluation approach, and implementation details that allow future reproduction of our experiments. The results of those experiments are presented and discussed in Sect. [5](#Sec12){ref-type="sec"}. Finally, Sect. [6](#Sec13){ref-type="sec"} summarizes the contributions of this paper and provides pointers for future work.

Related Work {#Sec2}
============

The algorithms behind the search engines of the two major mobile app stores, Google Play \[[@CR9]\] and Apple's App Store \[[@CR1]\], are constantly evolving and, since they are proprietary, not all the details are disclosed. However, it is known that they are mostly based on keyword-matching with multiple fields regarding the applications and boosting based on popularity factors or for business purposes. Most alternative app stores are also proprietary and use similar search approaches. Among these, many are based on the Lucene search engine \[[@CR5]\] or one of the highly distributed search engines built on top of it, such as Solr \[[@CR19]\] or Elasticsearch \[[@CR2]\], which focus on speed and availability.

For instance, Aptoide's search engine \[[@CR21]\] is based on Elasticsearch and performs keyword-matching between the terms present in the query and fields containing application information regarding its name, its package, and its description. Furthermore, in order to improve the match ratio, it includes alternatives of the name, such as abbreviations, lemmatized words, and split and merged versions of multi-word names. Matches with each of these fields contribute to the relevance score with different weights. Furthermore, information regarding the number of downloads of the application, its rating, the number of users that rated the application, and whether it should be promoted for business purposes is used to boost the score.

Mobilewalla \[[@CR6], [@CR7]\] uses an application search engine based on Lucene. The keyword-matching fields include the application name, description, and its categories, while boosting fields include the rating and rank of the application, its age and the frequency of releases, the number of users that commented and rated the application, the number of applications in the same categories, and information about the developer. The main difference from Aptoide's approach is that the computation of alternatives is not on the application side, but rather on the query side. That is, the knowledge base does not include alternative application names, but multiple versions of the query are generated by stemming and lemmatizing its words. Furthermore, if using all the terms in the query does not lead to the retrieval of enough results, alternative queries are generated by dropping part of the terms. Alternatively, the query can be expanded by replacing terms with corresponding synonyms or hyponyms.

To reduce the number of mismatches in keyword search caused by the use of different terms by the users and developers, Tencent's MyApp \[[@CR24]\] extends the queries performed in its search engine with topic and tag information. The set of more than a thousand topics was obtained by applying Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) \[[@CR3]\] to the title and descriptions of a million applications. Using this model, each application can then be represented as a topic distribution. Since the queries are typically too short for performing an accurate inference of their topic distribution, they are extended with information from the applications which have been clicked on after similar queries. By computing the similarity between the topic distribution of an extended query and those of the applications, the search engine is able to identify the most relevant applications for the query in terms of topic. Tag information is used to add fine-grained semantics to the query. The set of tags of an application is a filtered combination of human labels and tags obtained by crawling web and usage data regarding that application. A query is extended with tags using a template-based method which uses information from clicked applications to select the templates. Finally, the LambdaMART algorithm \[[@CR4]\] is applied to aggregate the applications obtained through term, topic, and tag matching and order them for presentation to the user. Although considering topic and tag information leads to a higher match ratio, the query extensions and the computation of its topic distribution introduce a high computational overhead during search.

Park et al. \[[@CR14]\] explored the use of user reviews to improve the match ratio by bridging the gap between the vocabulary used by users and developers. Furthermore, in their study, they compared the performance of multiple retrieval approaches -- BM25(F) \[[@CR18]\], Query Likelihood (QL) \[[@CR16]\], and LDA-Based Document Model (LBDM) \[[@CR22]\]. The first is based on keyword-matching, the second on language modeling, and the last on the combination of keyword- and topic-matching. While relying solely on application descriptions, the highest performance on a set of more than 50 non-exact queries was achieved using LBDM with a topic model with 300 topics trained on the descriptions of 40,000 applications. This confirms that topic information is able to complement the information explicitly present in descriptions by providing associations with words that refer to similar topics. Furthermore, using the information provided by user reviews significantly improved the performance of every retrieval approach. The best results were achieved using an approach that combines language modeling with topic-based retrieval. Separate topic models are trained on descriptions and reviews, but the review-level model is conditioned by the description-level one. This allows the identification of review topics that do not match any description topic and, thus, are not relevant for application retrieval. In a later study, Park et al. \[[@CR13]\] also relied on language and topic modeling to induce queries from users' social media text and recommend relevant applications.

Topic Information for Keyword-Based Search {#Sec3}
==========================================

When topic information is used for retrieval, documents are typically ranked according to the similarity between their topic distribution and that of the query. The approach we describe below enables the representation of topic information as keywords that can be used by keyword-based retrieval approaches. These keywords correspond to a set of terms that are sufficiently relevant and distinctive to identify a topic and, thus, can function as its summary. In addition to how the the keywords are generated from the topic models and included in the retrieval approaches, we also describe preprocessing and topic model training approaches that allow the generated models and the corresponding keywords to focus on relevant aspects for mobile application search. Since our intent is to show that topic information can be represented as keywords, we focus on obtaining that information from application descriptions. However, the approach can be generalized to other textual information sources, such as user reviews.

Preprocessing {#Sec4}
-------------

In the preprocessing phase, each description is split into sentences and dependency parsed and its tokens are Part-of-Speech (POS) tagged and lemmatized. By splitting into sentences, we are able to train both generic models based on whole descriptions and more specific ones based on the sentences. POS tagging allows filtering by the word classes that are more relevant for application search, such as nouns, adjectives, and verbs. While the first reveal the concepts focused by the description, the second reveal their characteristics. Furthermore, in this context, non-auxiliary verbs typically reveal functionality. By combining the POS tags and the dependency parse of each sentence, we can identify adjectives and verbs that are negated. This is important to avoid grouping descriptions or sentences that have opposite meanings. Finally, lemmatization simplifies matching and leads to the generation of more constrained models.

Additionally, while terms that occur in a small set of descriptions or sentences are unrelated to the most relevant topics covered by the whole collection, terms that occur in a large portion of the collection are typically not discriminative. Thus, we discard tokens that are commonly classified as stopwords, as well as those which have a document frequency below a threshold $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\text {df}_{max}$$\end{document}$. The most appropriate values for these thresholds vary according to the model. Those used in our experiments are detailed in Sect. [4.3](#Sec11){ref-type="sec"}.

Since the descriptions are lemmatized, we also lemmatize queries, in order to enable matching. No additional preprocessing is performed on the queries.

Topic Models {#Sec5}
------------

We obtain our topic models using a classical LDA approach \[[@CR3]\]. In an LDA model, topics are seen as term distributions while documents are seen as mixtures of topics. Thus, the definitions of term and document have a wide impact on the aspects that are actually modeled. In typical applications of LDA, documents are relatively large pieces of text, such as news articles or reports, and the terms are the words in the documents, excluding stopwords. However, as referred in the previous section, we can split the descriptions in different ways and filter the tokens by specific word classes, in order to identify topics that are more informative for application retrieval.

Regarding terms, after the preprocessing described in the previous section, when training the topic models, we discard tokens that are not nouns, adjectives, or non-auxiliary verbs. Furthermore, negated verbs and adjectives are distinguished from their positive counterparts.

In terms of documents, the most straightforward approach is to consider each description a document. However, since the LDA model uses a Bag of Words (BoW) approach, it is not aware of the dependency relations between nouns and adjectives nor between verbs and their arguments. Thus, it assumes that all the terms that occur in the document are related in the same manner. This leads to the identification of more generic topics that may group terms that are not directly related in the descriptions. On the other hand, each individual sentence in a description typically contains terms that are directly related. Thus, training a sentence-level model leads to the identification of more constrained topics. Since both kinds of topic may provide relevant information for application retrieval, we train both a description-level model and a sentence-level model.

Finally, similarly to any application of LDA, the number of topics, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N_t$$\end{document}$, must be defined a priori. The selection of an appropriate value for this parameter reduces the probability of identifying topics that are either too generic to be useful or so specific that capture irrelevant aspects. However, this categorization depends on the intended use for the topics. Furthermore, the best value typically depends on the dimensionality of the collection and the number of terms in the vocabulary. Thus, the most appropriate number of topics is expected to differ between the description- and sentence-level models.

Topic Keywords {#Sec6}
--------------

Having trained the topic models, in order to use the information that they capture in the context of keyword-based retrieval approach, it must be transformed into keywords. A straightforward approach is to represent each topic by the top *n* terms in its distribution. However, using a fixed number of terms may lead either to the inclusion of non-relevant terms or the discarding of terms that are relevant for a topic. Thus, we use the approach described in Algorithm 1 to identify the set of relevant terms for each topic. The idea behind it is to approximate the term distribution of a topic by a negative exponential function and select the terms that appear before the inflection point as relevant. Thus, given a term distribution, *T*, the algorithm starts by sorting it in decreasing weight order. Then, only the *n* terms with highest weight in the distribution are considered, as long as their weight is above a residual threshold, *r*. To account for noisy distributions, the weights of the terms are then smoothed using a weighted running average that further approximates the distribution to a negative exponential one. The remainder of the algorithm identifies the inflection point by analyzing the weight differences between consecutive terms.

Application Retrieval {#Sec7}
---------------------

The approach described in the previous section identifies the set of relevant terms for a topic. To identify the set of description-level topic keywords for an application, *a*, we use the corresponding topic model to compute the topic mixture of its description. Then, we discard topics with weight below a residual threshold, *r*. The keywords are then given by the aggregate of the relevant terms for the remaining topics. The set of sentence-level topic keywords is computed in a similar fashion. However, the topic mixture is computed for each sentence in the application's description and the keywords of the application are given by the aggregate of the topic keywords of its sentences.

For retrieval purposes, each application is represented by a set of three textual fields for keyword matching, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\{a_d, a_{st}, a_{dt}\}$$\end{document}$, corresponding to its textual description, the set of sentence-level topic keywords, and the set of document-level topic keywords, respectively. In our experiments, we explore two keyword-based retrieval approaches -- BM25F \[[@CR18]\] and Elasticsearch \[[@CR2]\]. While the first is a widely used information retrieval approach for semi-structured textual data, the latter is a highly distributed search engine focused on speed and availability. Given a query, *q*, both return a list of applications ordered by relevance score. However, the scoring function differs. The adaptation of the two scoring functions to our problem is presented below.

**BM25F.** We use the same formulation of the base BM25F scoring function found in several previous studies (e.g. \[[@CR8], [@CR14], [@CR15]\]):$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \text {score}(q, a) = \sum _{t \in q \cap a} \left( \text {idf}(t) \times \frac{(k_3 + 1)c(t, q)}{k_3 + c(t, q)} \times \frac{(k_1 + 1)c'(t, a)}{k_1 + c'(t, a)} \right) \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\text {idf}(t)$$\end{document}$ is the inverse document frequency of term *t* in the set of descriptions, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$k_3$$\end{document}$ are parameters that can be tuned according to the problem, *c*(*t*, *q*) is *t*'s count in *q* and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$c'(t, a)$$\end{document}$ is *t*'s normalized count in *a*, weighted by field:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} c'(t, a) = \frac{w_d \cdot c(t, a_d)}{1 - b + b\frac{|a_d|}{\bar{n}}} + w_{st} \cdot c(t, a_{st}) + w_{dt} \cdot c(t, a_{dt}) \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$w_d$$\end{document}$, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$w_{st}$$\end{document}$, and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$w_{dt}$$\end{document}$ are the weights given to textual descriptions, sentence-level topic information, and description-level topic information, respectively, and *b* is a parameter that controls the strength of the normalization according to the mean description length, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\bar{n}$$\end{document}$. We do not include normalization factors for topic information, since the number of topic keywords is not relevant for the problem.

**Elasticsearch.** Scoring in Elasticsearch is based on Lucene's Practical Scoring Function, which computes individual scores for each field, *f*, as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \text {score}(q, f) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{\sum _{t \in q} \text {idf}(t)^2}} \times \frac{|q \cap f|}{|q|} \times \sum _{t \in q} \left( \frac{\text {tf}(t, f) \cdot \text {idf}(t)^2 \cdot w_f}{\sqrt{|f|}} \right) \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$where the first factor is a cross-query normalization factor, the second factor boosts according to the number of matching terms, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\text {tf}(t, f)$$\end{document}$ is the term frequency of *t* in *f*, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\text {idf}(t)$$\end{document}$ is the inverse document frequency of *t* in the field *f* of all applications, and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$w_f$$\end{document}$ is the weight of the field.

The relevance score of an application for a query is then given by$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \text {score}(q, a) = (1 - \text {tb}) \cdot \max _{f \in a} \text {score}(q, f) + \text {tb} \cdot \sum _{f \in a} \text {score}(q, f) \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\text {tb}$$\end{document}$ is a parameter that controls the extent to which the non-top scoring fields contribute for the overall relevance score of the application.

Experimental Setup {#Sec8}
==================

In this section, we describe our experimental setup, including the dataset, the evaluation approach, and implementation details that enable the reproduction of our experiments in future studies.

Dataset {#Sec9}
-------

In our experiments, we use the dataset crawled by Park et al. \[[@CR14]\], which features information regarding 43,041 mobile applications. Among other less relevant information, for each application, it includes the name, category, description, developer, date of publication, price, and number of downloads. Furthermore, it includes review information in the form of the number of reviews, the average rating, and textual data of up to 50 reviews per application, with a total of 1,385,607 reviews. Additionally, the dataset features 56 non-exact queries generated from forum posts that targeted an application with a specific functionality. Each of these queries is paired with relevance information of the top 20 applications retrieved using multiple retrieval approaches. On average, there are 81 judged applications per query. Each query-application pair was annotated by three users in a three-value scale: 0 for no satisfaction at all, 1 for partial satisfaction, and 2 for perfect satisfaction. The relevance score is then given by the average judgement of the annotators.

We decided to use this dataset since, to the best of our knowledge, it is the only publicly available one featuring relevance scores of query-application pairs. Furthermore, the results of previous studies on this dataset provide a baseline for comparison of our results.

Evaluation Approach {#Sec10}
-------------------

In order to compare our results with those reported in previous studies on the same dataset, we use the same evaluation metric as Park et al. \[[@CR14]\], that is, the Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) \[[@CR11]\] at 3, 5, 10, and 20 top retrieved applications. NDCG is a widely used metric in the context of information retrieval to measure the effectiveness of search engine algorithms, by assessing whether the results are ordered by relevance. In the context of search for mobile applications, looking beyond the fifth result typically involves scrolling and, thus, the NDCG at 3 and 5 are the most important to consider.

Given a graded relevance scale of applications in a result set for a given query, to compute the corresponding NDCG, we start by computing the Discounted Cumulative Gain (DCG) of the result set:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \text {DCG}_k = \sum _{i=1}^k \frac{\text {rel}_i}{\log _2(i + 1)} \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\text {rel}_i$$\end{document}$ is the relevance of the *i*-th application in the result list for query *q*. This metric measures the gain of an application based on its position in the result list. The gain is then accumulated from the top of the list, with the gain of each result being discounted as the distance from the top increases. The NDCG is then obtained through normalization using the Ideal Discounted Cumulative Gain (IDCG), that is, the DCG of a perfectly sorted result list:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \text {NDCG}_k = \frac{\text {DCG}_k}{\text {IDCG}_k} \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$As baselines, we use the results achieved using both BM25F \[[@CR18]\] and Elasticsearch \[[@CR2]\] when relying solely on matching with description texts, without topic information. That is, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$w_d = 1, w_{st} = 0, w_{dt} = 0$$\end{document}$ in Eqs. [2](#Equ2){ref-type=""} and [3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}. This transforms BM25F into its single-field version, BM25. Additionally, we compare our results with the LBDM \[[@CR22]\] and Google Play \[[@CR9]\] results reported by Park et al. \[[@CR14]\]. Since LBDM is able to take advantage of all the information captured by the topic model, its results provide an upper bound for performance when pairing topic information with keyword-matching with application descriptions. On the other hand, Google Play results serve as an indicator of the performance of current app store search engines, which rely on additional fields for matching and on popularity information for boosting.

Implementation Details {#Sec11}
----------------------

The application descriptions provided in the dataset contain HTML tags and escape characters. We used the html2text package \[[@CR20]\] to convert them to plain text. Then, we used the spaCy parser \[[@CR10]\] for sentence splitting, dependency parsing, POS tagging, and lemmatization. Since the set of English stopwords used by spaCy is too aggressive, we relied on the set defined in NLTK \[[@CR12]\] while filtering the tokens. Additionally, for consistency with the experiments by Park et al. \[[@CR14]\], we defined $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\text {df}_{min} = 5$$\end{document}$ and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\text {df}_{max} = 0.3$$\end{document}$ for keyword-matching with the description. That is, we discarded tokens that appeared in less than 5 descriptions or in more than 30%.

To train the topic models, we used the parallelized LDA implementation provided by the gensim library \[[@CR17]\]. Additionally, we performed a more aggressive low-frequency token filtering. While training the sentence-level topic model, we used $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\text {df}_{min} = 10$$\end{document}$, since, in this case, we considered the sentence frequency and lower values still included many terms that only occurred in a single description. While training the description-level topic model, we used $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\text {df}_{min} = 0.01$$\end{document}$, that is, we discarded tokens that appeared in less than 1% of the descriptions, in order to identify more generic topics. In terms of the number of topics, we defined $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N_t = 300$$\end{document}$ for the description-level model, for consistency with the experiments by Park et al. \[[@CR14]\], and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N_t = 100$$\end{document}$ for the sentence-level model, since for higher values there were topics that were not attributed to any application. While identifying the relevant terms for each topic, we defined a maximum number of terms $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$n = 20$$\end{document}$ and a residual weight threshold $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$r = 0.01$$\end{document}$. The same residual weight threshold was used to attribute topics to applications.

For keyword-matching with the description in BM25(F), we used the same parameters as Park et al. \[[@CR14]\]. That is, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Results {#Sec12}
=======

Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} shows the NDCG results of our experiments, as well as the reference results achieved using LBDM and Google Play. In the context of search for mobile applications, the NDCG results lose relevance as the number of considered applications increases, since only a reduced set can be shown on screen at each time. Thus, we will focus this discussion on NDCG\@3 results. However, since the parameters were tuned to maximize the mean results at the multiple values of *k*, we will also make some remarks regarding the results achieved when a higher number of applications is considered.Table 1.NDCG results of BM25(F) and Elasticsearch applied to textual descriptions (D), topic information (T) and their combination (D + T). The last block provides reference results reported by Park et al. \[[@CR14]\].ApproachNDCG\@3NDCG\@5NDCG\@10NDCG\@20BM25 (D)0.5690.5400.5230.537Elasticsearch (D)0.5400.5230.5020.512BM25F (T)0.5540.5530.5350.530Elasticsearch (T)0.3410.3420.3560.370BM25F (D + T)0.5740.5420.5270.544Elasticsearch (D + T)0.5520.5320.5040.519LBDM0.5840.5630.5430.565Google Play0.5890.5750.5680.566

First of all, it is important to note that the baseline BM25 results are one percentage point lower than those reported by Park et al. \[[@CR14]\] for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$k \in \{3, 5\}$$\end{document}$, in spite of using the same values for all the parameters. This is due to differences in preprocessing, especially regarding the filtering of tokens, which also considered frequency in reviews. This means that the results achieved using LBDM are also expected to be lower if using our preprocessing approach.

Overall, due to its focus on temporal performance, Elasticsearch performs worse than BM25(F). When considering textual descriptions, the decrease in performance is between two and three percentage points. However, when considering topic information only, the decrease is around 20 percentage points. This is due to the reduced vocabulary and the normalization factors applied by the Elasticsearch score function. On the other hand, since we consider the whole vocabulary and do not include normalization factors for topic information while computing the BM25F scores, its results are not penalized.

Comparing the results achieved using textual descriptions with those achieved using topic information, we can see that the performance of BM25(F) decreases 1.5 percentage points in terms of NDCG\@3, but actually increases in terms of NDCG\@5 and NDCG\@10. This means that the set of topic keywords is an appropriate summary of the information provided by the description. However, these results were achieved when relying solely on the sentence-level topic keywords, that is, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$w_{dt} = 0$$\end{document}$. Including description-level topic keywords does not lead to improvement. On the other hand, the results using Elasticsearch were achieved using $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\text {tb} = 0.1$$\end{document}$, which means that the sentence-level topic keywords are still the most informative, but that the document-level topic keywords can provide complementary information.

As expected, the best results are achieved when combining the information provided by textual descriptions and topic information. However, in the case of BM25F, there is only improvement when topic information is given a reduced weight. More specifically, the results reported in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} were achieved with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$w_{dt} = 0.04$$\end{document}$. Several other configurations, including ones that also give weight to sentence-level topic information, lead to similar results. Still, the weights are always severely biased towards the textual descriptions. For instance, the parameters that maximized NDCG\@3 in our experiments were $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$w_{dt} = 0.01$$\end{document}$. This means that the topic keywords are only used as complementary information that enable the retrieval of more relevant applications in specific cases. On the other hand, in the case of Elasticsearch, the mean NDCG was maximized with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\text {tb} = 0.5$$\end{document}$. This means that the relation between the weights of sentence- and description-level topic information is kept in relation to when the textual descriptions are not considered. Furthermore, although higher weight is given to topic information, the value of the tie breaker parameter shows that all fields have an important contribution to the score.

Overall, including topic information improves the performance of Elasticsearch by one percentage point in terms of both NDCG\@3 and NDCG\@5. However, by comparing the BM25F results with those of LBDM, even assuming that the performance of LBDM is expected to decrease with our preprocessing approach, we can see that the topic keywords are not able to capture all the information provided by the topic models. This happens because the representation of the topics in the form of their most relevant terms does not allow matching with similar keywords that are not as common. Finally, the performance of Google Play shows that additional fields, such as the application titles, and popularity information are relevant for delivering the best results for non-exact queries.

Conclusions {#Sec13}
===========

In this paper, we have explored how topic information can be represented in the form of keywords to be considered by mobile application retrieval approaches based on keyword-matching. This is important, since app store search engines have strict requirements in terms of temporal performance and availability, which, currently, are only fulfilled by highly distributed retrieval approaches based on multi-field keyword-matching and boosting.

We focused on application descriptions and trained two LDA models, one on whole descriptions and another on their sentences. While the first generates more generic topics, the second captures more fine-grained subjects. Then, we computed the topic mixtures of the application descriptions and represented the topic information of an application as the aggregate of the relevant terms for each topic in its mixture. The set of relevant terms for a topic is identified by approximating its term distribution by a negative exponential function and selecting the terms which appear before the inflection point.

The results of our experiments have shown that both sentence- and description-level topic information provides cues for application retrieval from non-exact queries, leading to improved performance. Furthermore, the topic keywords make a sufficiently informative summary of the information provided by the descriptions. However, they do not allow matching with similar keywords that are not as common. Thus, the performance is still lower than when performing retrieval based on topic similarity, which relies on all the information provided by the topic models. Thus, as future work, it would be interesting to assess whether including synonyms of the relevant terms that occur in the same context can enable matching with those less common keywords without introducing ambiguity.

Furthermore, it is important to assess whether the performance improvement observed by Park et al. \[[@CR14]\] when leveraging review data can also be observed when the information captured by the topic models that merge description and review information is provided in the form of keywords.

Finally, it is important to assess how this approach behaves in combination with boosting factors based on popularity.
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